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Word pair classification during 
imagined speech using direct brain 
recordings
Stephanie Martin1,2, Peter Brunner3,4, Iñaki Iturrate1, José del R. Millán1, Gerwin Schalk3,4, 
Robert T. Knight2,5 & Brian N. Pasley2

People that cannot communicate due to neurological disorders would benefit from an internal speech 
decoder. Here, we showed the ability to classify individual words during imagined speech from 
electrocorticographic signals. In a word imagery task, we used high gamma (70–150 Hz) time features 
with a support vector machine model to classify individual words from a pair of words. To account for 
temporal irregularities during speech production, we introduced a non-linear time alignment into the 
SVM kernel. Classification accuracy reached 88% in a two-class classification framework (50% chance 
level), and average classification accuracy across fifteen word-pairs was significant across five subjects 
(mean = 58%; p < 0.05). We also compared classification accuracy between imagined speech, overt 
speech and listening. As predicted, higher classification accuracy was obtained in the listening and overt 
speech conditions (mean = 89% and 86%, respectively; p < 0.0001), where speech stimuli were directly 
presented. The results provide evidence for a neural representation for imagined words in the temporal 
lobe, frontal lobe and sensorimotor cortex, consistent with previous findings in speech perception and 
production. These data represent a proof of concept study for basic decoding of speech imagery, and 
delineate a number of key challenges to usage of speech imagery neural representations for clinical 
applications.

Several neurological disorders limit verbal communication despite the patient being fully aware of what they want 
to say. These disorders include brainstem infarcts, traumatic brain injury, stroke and amyotrophic lateral scle-
rosis1. People with speech production impairments would benefit from a system that can infer intended speech 
directly from brain signals. Here, we used direct cortical recording (electrocorticography; ECoG) to examine if 
individual words could be selected during imagined speech within a binary classification framework.

One approach to decoding intended speech is to model the neural representation of speech imagery. Imagined 
speech (i.e., inner speech, silent speech, speech imagery, covert speech or verbal thoughts) is defined as the ability 
to generate internal auditory representations of speech sounds, in the absence of any external speech stimulation 
or self-generated overt speech. Despite intense investigation, the neural mechanisms underlying imagined speech 
remain poorly defined in part due to the lack of clear timing of inner speech, and the subjective nature of speech 
imagery. Functional magnetic resonance imaging studies have shown that imagined speech activates Wernicke’s 
area2–8 (superior temporal gyrus and superior temporal sulcus) and Broca’s area9,10 (inferior frontal gyrus) – two 
essential language areas involved in speech comprehension and production, respectively (see11,12 for reviews).

Although traditional brain imaging techniques have identified anatomical regions associated with imagined 
speech, these methods lack the temporal resolution to investigate the rapid temporal neural dynamics during 
imagined speech13. In contrast, electrocorticography is a direct neural recording method that allows monitoring 
brain activity with high spatial, temporal, and spectral resolution14. The high gamma band (HG; 70–150 Hz) in 
particular has been associated with both the spike rate and local field potentials of the underlying neural popula-
tion15–17, and reliably tracks rapid neural fluctuations during speech perception and production18–24.
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Previous studies were able to decode various stimulus features of imagined speech, such as vowels and con-
sonants19,25, acoustic features26,27 and intended phonemes28,29. In this study, we took advantage of the high res-
olution offered by ECoG to evaluate the ability to identify individual words in a binary word classification task 
during imagined speech – using HG features in the time domain. However, speech production (both overt and 
imagined) is subject to temporal variations (speech onset delays and local stretching/compression) across rep-
etitions of the same utterance30,31. As a result, a classifier that assumes fixed time features may not recognize 
two trials as belonging to the same class if the neural patterns were not temporally aligned. To overcome that 
limitation, we proposed a new classification framework that accounted for temporal variations during speech 
production (overt and imagined) by introducing time realignment in the feature map generation. For this, we 
used an imagined word repetition task cued with a word perception stimulus, and followed by an overt word rep-
etition, and compared the results across the three conditions (listening, overt and imagined speech). As expected, 
high classification accuracy was obtained in the listening and overt speech condition where speech stimuli were 
directly observed. In the imagined speech condition, where speech is generated internally by the patient, results 
show for the first time that individual words in single trials were classified with statistically significant accuracy. 
The majority of electrodes carrying discriminative information were located in the superior temporal gyrus, infe-
rior frontal gyrus and sensorimotor cortex – regions commonly associated with speech processing. Notably, the 
most robust decoding effects were observed in the temporal lobe electrodes.

Results
High gamma features. Electrocorticographic (ECoG) recordings were obtained using subdural electrode 
arrays implanted in 5 patients undergoing neurosurgical procedures for epilepsy. Grid placement and duration of 
ECoG monitoring were based solely on the requirements of the clinical evaluation (Supplementary Fig. S1). We 
analyzed three conditions: word perception (listening condition), overt (speaking condition) and imagined word 
production (imagined condition) (Fig. 1). Each trial started with an auditory word stimulus presented through 
a loudspeaker (listening condition) – indicating one of 6 individual words (average length =  800 ms ±  20). Then, 
a visual cue appeared on the screen indicating to the patient to repeat the word silently (imagined condition). 
Finally, a second visual cue appeared and the patient had to repeat the word overtly (overt condition). By pacing 
the subject, the task was designed to minimize the behavioral variance in producing overt and imagined speech.

We analyzed z-scored high gamma time courses at different electrode locations, and compared the differ-
ent conditions (listening, overt, and imagined speech). Word perception and production (both overt and 
imagined) evoked different high-gamma neural responses across many electrodes (Fig. 2a) in all participants 

Figure 1. Experimental paradigm. Subjects were presented with an auditory stimulus that indicated one of six 
individual words (average length =  800 ms ±  20). Then, a cue appeared on the screen [describe what the cue is 
and where it appeared on the screen], and subjects had to imagined hearing the word they had just listened to. 
Finally, a second cue appeared, and subjects had to say the word out loud. Shaded areas represent the intervals 
extracted for classification. For both listening and overt speech condition, we extracted epochs from 100 ms 
before speech onset to 100 ms after speech offset. For the imagined speech condition, we extracted fixed length 
1.5 sec epochs starting at cue onset, since there was no speech output.

Figure 2. High gamma time course. (a) High gamma neural activity averaged across trials and z-scored with 
respect to the pre-auditory stimuli baseline condition (500 ms interval). The top-most plot displays the designed 
task, an example of averaged time course for a representative electrode and the averaged audio envelope (red 
line). (b) For the given electrodes and conditions (listening, imagined and overt speech), examples of individual 
trials (black) and their corresponding audio recording (red) for three different words (‘battlefield’, ‘swimming’ 
and ‘telephone’).
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(Supplementary Fig. S2). An exemplary electrode in the posterior superior temporal gyrus showed activation 
during all three conditions, while the neighboring electrode had activity only in the listening and overt speech 
conditions. An electrode in sensorimotor cortex showed sustained activity in the overt and imagined speech task. 
Finally, an electrode in the anterior temporal lobe, associated with speech production, exhibited activity only in 
the overt speech task, but not during listening or imagined speech. These results revealed the complex dynamics 
of speech perception and production (overt and imagined), and suggest that the neural representations underly-
ing the different speech modalities are partially overlapping, yet dissociable2,4,32.

In the listening condition, the auditory stimuli were time-locked across repetitions (Fig. 2b; audio envelope 
in red; standard deviation of the onset delay averaged over all words =  0 ms). Alternatively, in the overt speech 
condition, temporal irregularities in the speech onset and word duration were observed across repetitions of the 
same utterance (Fig. 2b; standard deviation of the onset delay averaged over all words =  220 ms). Because high 
gamma neural activity is known to track the speech envelope22,23,27,33, we assumed that temporal variations in 
overt and imagined speech would also be represented by the measured neural responses. As such, a classifier that 
assumes fixed neural temporal features would not recognize two trials as belonging to the same class if the neural 
patterns are not aligned in time. To overcome this limitation, we applied a temporal realignment procedure in the 
feature map generation. The procedure was applied to both overt and imagined speech, as both conditions have 
been shown to be subject to similar speech production temporal variations34.

Classification. We used support-vector machines35 (SVM) to perform pair-wise classification of differ-
ent individual words in the three different speech conditions (overt, listening and imagined speech). We first 
extracted the high gamma using bandpass filtering in the 70–150 Hz range, extracted the envelope using the 
Hilbert transform. We then extracted epochs from 100 ms before speech onset to 100 ms after speech offset for 
both listening and overt speech condition. Average word length for both listening and overt speech conditions 
were 800 ms ±  20 and 766 ms ±  84, respectively. In the imagined speech condition, due to the lack of speech out-
put, we extracted 1500 ms epochs starting at cue onset.

The Gaussian kernel is a widely used function used in SVM-classification. In this approach, the output of the 
classifier is based on a weighted linear combination of similarity measures (i.e., Euclidean distance) computed 
between a data point and each of the support vectors35. In our study, to deal with speech temporal irregularities, 
we incorporated time alignment in the kernel computation. We used dynamic time warping30,36 (DTW) to locally 
expand or compress two time series, and find their optimal alignment in time. Then, we computed the Euclidian 
distance between the realigned time series (DTW-distance), as the similarity measure for the kernel computation. 
As such, for each electrode separately, we computed the DTW-distance between each pair of trials (Fig. 3a–c). 
This led to one kernel matrix per electrode (Fig. 3d). To build the final kernel function, we computed the weighted 
average of the kernel matrices over all electrodes (Fig. 3e; multiple kernel learning37). The weighting was based on 
the discriminative power index of each individual electrode, which quantified the difference between the “within” 
class versus “between” class distances distribution (see Materials and methods for details).

In the imagined speech condition, pairwise classification accuracy reached 88.3% for one classification pair in 
a subject with extensive left temporal coverage (subject 4; Fig. 4a). Eight out of fifteen word-pairs were classified 

Figure 3. Neural time course alignment. (a) For each electrode separately, we extracted the high gamma time 
features. (b) We used dynamic time warping to realign the time series of each pair of trials, and (c) computed 
the DTW-distance between the pairwise realigned trials. (d) This gave rise to one similarity matrix per electrode 
(channel-specific kernel) that reflects how similar trial-pairs are after realignment. From the similarity matrix in 
d, we computed the discriminative power index (see Materials and methods for details). (e) The final kernel was 
computed as the weighted average of the individual kernels over all electrodes, based on their discriminative 
power index.
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significantly higher than chance level (p <  0.05; randomization test; FDR correction), exceeding the number of 
pairs expected by chance (0.05 ×  15 =  0.75). As expected, higher classification accuracy was obtained in the lis-
tening and overt speech conditions where speech stimuli were directly observed. For both conditions, pairwise 
classification accuracy approached 100% in some comparisons, and twelve and fifteen out of fifteen pairs were 
significantly above chance, respectively (p <  0.05; randomization test; FDR correction).

Classification accuracy varied across subjects and pairs of words. In 4 out of 5 subjects, classification accu-
racy over all word pairs was significant in the imagined speech condition (Fig. 4b; p <  0.05; one-sample t-test; 
FDR correction), while the last subject was not significantly better than chance level (mean =  49.8%; p >  0.5; 
one-sample t-test; FDR correction). For listening and overt speech conditions, classification accuracy over all 
word pairs was again significant in all four subjects, and ranged between 83.0% and 96.0% (p <  10−4; one-sample 
t-test; FDR correction).

At the population level, average classification accuracy across all pairs was above chance level in all three 
conditions (Fig. 4b; listening: mean =  89.4% p <  10−4; overt speech: mean =  86.2%, p <  10−5; imagined speech: 
mean =  57.7%; p <  0.05; one-sample t-tests; FDR correction). A repeated measure 1-way ANOVA with experi-
mental condition as a factor confirmed a difference among conditions (F(2,12) =  56.3, p <  10−5). Post-hoc t-tests 
showed that the mean classification accuracy for listening was not significantly different from the overt speech 
(p >  0.1; two-sample t-test; FDR correction). Both were significantly higher than the imagined speech classifica-
tion accuracy (p <  0.005; two-sample t-test; FDR correction). Although the classification accuracy for imagined 
speech was lower than for listening and overt speech, the imagery classification results provide evidence that high 
gamma time course during imagined speech contained information to distinguish pairs of words.

To assess the impact of the neural activity realignment procedure in classification accuracy, we evaluated the 
improvement of DTW alignment compared to when no alignment was applied. The results showed that for both 
the overt and imagined speech conditions, the average classification accuracy was y reduced when no alignment 
was applied (Supplementary Fig. S3; p <  0.05; two-sample t-test; FDR correction). On the other hand, for the 
listening condition – in which trials were time-locked to stimulus onset – the DTW procedure did not improve 
the classification accuracy (p >  0.5; two-sample t-test; FDR correction).

The inability to directly measure temporal variability in the imagery condition remains a major limiting factor 
for classification accuracy, despite the realignment procedure we employed. In the imagined speech condition, 
due to the lack of speech output, we could only extract trials at cue onset rather than at the true onset of speech 
imagery. To investigate the impact of this limitation on classification accuracy, we analyzed data from the overt 
speech condition where the auditory stimulus is directly measured. The results showed that classification accu-
racy in the overt speech condition was reduced when extracting epochs at cue onset, compared to when epochs 
were extracted between speech onset and offset (Supplementary Fig. S3; p <  0.05; two-sample t-test). This further 
highlights limitations in the realignment algorithm, and indicates that imagery classification accuracy may be 
increased by developing enhanced methods to define imagined speech onset and offset.

Figure 4. Classification accuracy. (a) Pairwise classification accuracy in the testing set for the listening (left 
panel), overt speech (middle panel) and imagined speech condition (right panel) for a subject with good 
temporal coverage (S4). (b) Average classification accuracy across all pairs of words for each subject and 
condition (listening, overt and imagined speech). Error bars denote SEM.
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Anatomical distribution of discriminant electrodes. To assess how the brain areas important for word 
classification vary across experimental conditions, we analyzed the anatomical distribution of the electrodes car-
rying discriminative information in the three different conditions. For each electrode and condition, we com-
puted a discriminative power index that reflected the predictive power of each electrode in the classification 
process (see Materials and methods for details).

Figure 5a shows the anatomical distribution of the discriminative power index across each condition (heat map 
thresholded at p <  0.05; uncorrected). Overall, the highest discriminative information was located in the temporal 
gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus and sensorimotor gyrus – regions commonly associated with speech processing. 
Anatomical differences between conditions were assessed for significant electrodes (188 electrodes significant in 
at least one condition; p <  0.05; FDR correction), using an unbalanced Two-Way ANOVA with interactions, with 
experimental condition (listening, overt and imagined speech) and anatomical region (superior temporal gyrus 
(STG), inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) and sensorimotor cortex (SMC)) as factors. The main effect of experimental 
condition was significant [F(2, 555) =  29.1, p <  10−15], indicating that the discriminative information in the classifi-
cation process was different across conditions. Post-hoc t-tests with Bonferroni correction showed that the overall 
discriminative power was higher in the listening (mean =  0.56) and overt speech condition (mean =  0.56) than 
in the imagined speech (mean =  0.53; p <  10−10; unpaired two-sample t-test; Bonferroni correction), at the level 
of single electrodes. The main effect of anatomical region was also significant [F(2, 555) =  7.18, p <  0.001]. Post-hoc 
t-tests indicated stronger discriminative information in the STG (mean =  0.55) than in the inferior frontal gyrus 
(mean =  0.54; p <  0.05; unpaired two-sample t-test; Bonferroni correction), but not than the SMC (mean =  0.54; 
p >  0.05; unpaired two-sample t-test; Bonferroni correction). The interaction between gyrus and experimental 
condition was also significant [F(4, 555) =  6.7; p <  10−4]. Specifically, The discriminative power in the STG was 
higher for listening (mean =  0.57) and overt speech (mean =  0.56) than for imagined speech (mean =  0.53; 
p <  10−10; unpaired two-sample t-test; Bonferroni correction). In addition, the discriminative power in the senso-
rimotor cortex was higher in the overt condition (mean =  0.57), than in the listening (mean =  0.54) and imagined 
condition (mean =  0.53; p <  0.001; unpaired two-sample t-test; Bonferroni correction). Similarly, the frontal 
electrodes provided more discriminative information in the overt speech (mean =  0.55) than in the imagined 
speech condition (mean =  0.53; p <  10−4; unpaired two-sample t-test; Bonferroni correction). Post-hoc t-tests 
also showed that the discriminative power in the listening condition was higher in the STG (mean =  0.56) than in 
the IFG (mean =  0.54) and SMC (mean =  0.54; p <  0.05; unpaired two-sample t-test; FDR correction). Finally, no 
significant differences across gyri were observed in the imagined speech condition (p >  0.5; unpaired two-sample 
t-test; Bonferroni correction).

While the anatomic locations (i.e. STG, IFG and SMC) that give rise to the best word discrimination in the 
listening and overt speech conditions were consistent across subjects, discriminative anatomic locations in the 
imagined condition varied. To further investigate brain areas and based on a number of previous studies demon-
strating its role in auditory imagery2–5,38, we performed the classification using only electrodes from the superior 
temporal gyrus (Fig. 5b). In the imagery condition, classification accuracy using STG electrodes was signifi-
cant in four out of five subjects (p <  0.05; one-sample t-test; FDR correction), while it was not significant in S3 

Figure 5. Discriminative information. (a) Discriminative power measured as the areas under the ROC curve 
(thresholded at p <  0.05; uncorrected; see Materials and methods for details), and plotted on each individual’s 
brain. Each is scaled to the maximum absolute value of discriminative power index (indicated by the number 
above each cortical map). (b) Average classification accuracy across all pairs of words for each subject using only 
temporal electrodes for the listening (top panel), overt speech (middle panel) and imagined speech (bottom 
panel). Error bars denote SEM.
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(p >  0.5; one-sample t-test; FDR correction). At the group level, classification using only temporal electrodes was 
significant (mean =  58.0%; p <  0.05; one-sample t-test; FDR correction). For both, listening and overt speech 
conditions, classification accuracy was significant in all individual subjects when using only STG electrodes 
(p <  10−4; one-sample t-test; FDR correction), as well as at the group level (mean listening =  89.5% and mean 
overt speech =  82.6%; p <  10−4; one-sample t-test; FDR correction). This provides preliminary evidence that 
superior temporal gyrus alone could drive auditory imagery decoding, but that other areas such as frontal cortex 
and sensorimotor cortex could also contribute.

Discussion
Our results provide the first demonstration of single-trial neural decoding of words during imagined speech pro-
duction. We developed a new binary classification approach that accounted for temporal variations in the high 
gamma neural activity across speech utterances. We used support-vector machines to classify individual words in 
a word pair, and introduced a non-linear time alignment into the kernel to deal with internal speech production 
variability. At the group level, average classification accuracy across all pairs was significant in all three conditions. 
Two subjects that exhibited the lowest classification scores had right hemisphere coverage and were right handed 
typically associated with left hemisphere language dominance39. This could contribute to differences in accuracy 
across subjects. However, more data are required to delineate the effect of hemisphere coverage in the decoding 
process. The anatomic locations that led to the best word discrimination in the listening and overt speech condi-
tions were consistent across subjects. All three anatomical regions (STG, IFG and SMC) provided information in 
the classification process. In the imagery condition, anatomical areas with the highest predictive power were more 
variable across subjects. The results revealed that the STG alone could drive auditory imagery decoding, but that 
other areas, such as the IFG and SMC also contribute.

An important component of the study is the application of dynamic time warping in the classification frame-
work to account for speech production temporal irregularities. This technique maximizes alignment of the neural 
activity time courses without knowledge of the exact onset of the events. This approach proved useful for studying 
imagined speech where no behavior or stimuli are explicitly observed. In contrast, DTW did not improve accu-
racy in the listening condition, where neural activity is already time-locked to stimulus events. This highlights 
the usefulness of a time alignment procedure such as using DTW for modeling the neural activity of unobserved 
behavioral events such as imagery. We also note the limitations of DTW in noisy environments suggesting that 
imagery results may be improved by developing more robust realignment techniques. We also show that overt 
speech classification accuracy was improved when epochs were selected from speech onset/offset, as compared to 
when they were extracted from cue onset. This suggests that the results may be improved by developing enhanced 
methods to define imagined speech onset and offset. Ideas for possible future directions would be to improve 
experimental paradigms (i.e. button press, karaoke-task, etc.), define improved behavioral or neural metrics that 
correlates with speech onset/offset and increased training in imagery prior to ECOG recording.

Despite intense investigation, it is still unclear how the content of imagined speech is processed in the human 
cortex. Different tasks – such as word repetition, letter or object naming, verb generation, reading, rhyme judg-
ment, counting – involve different speech production processes, ranging from lexical retrieval to phonological 
or even phonetic encoding12. In this study, we chose the set of auditory stimuli to maximize variability in several 
speech feature spaces (acoustic features, number of syllable, semantic categories), but to minimize word length 
variance. Our approach does not allow us to investigate which specific speech features provided information 
and allowed classification; i.e., if the discrimination was based on acoustic, phonetic, phonological, semantic or 
abstract features within speech perception, comprehension or production. Given that several brain areas were 
involved, it is likely that various features of speech were involved in the classification process.

Several additional limitations precluded high word prediction accuracy during imagined speech. First, we 
were limited by the electrode location and duration of implantation that was not designed for the experiments, 
but solely for clinical needs. Higher density grids placed at a specific locations in the posterior superior temporal 
gyrus, frontal cortex and/or sensorimotor cortex that are active during imagined speech would provide higher 
spatial resolution and potentially enhanced discriminating signals40. Further, subjects were not familiarized with 
the task beforehand (i.e. no training), and due to time constraints in the epilepsy-monitoring unit, we were unable 
to monitor subjects’ performance or vividness during speech imagery. We also could not reject pronunciation and 
grammatical mistakes, as we did in the overt speech condition. We propose it would be beneficial to train subjects 
on speech imagery prior to surgery to enhance task performance.

Finally, although our study is a proof of concepts for basic decoding of speech imagery, many issues still need 
to be tackled to prove the feasibility for a clinical application. Our current approach was limited in the set of 
choices available, and only tests binary classification between word pairs. In addition, the effect size is small, and 
likely not clinically significant for a communication interface. Classification of individual words among multiple 
other words or continuous speech decoding would be a more realistic clinical scenario. An alternative would be 
classifying phonemes, which forms the building blocks of speech instances. Decoding vowels and consonants in 
overt and imagined words using electrocorticographic signals in humans has shown promising results28,29, and 
would allow generating a larger lexicon from a fewer number of classes (60–80 phonemes in spoken English31).

Materials and Methods
Subjects and data acquisition. Electrocorticographic (ECoG) recordings were obtained using subdural 
electrode arrays implanted in 5 patients undergoing neurosurgical procedures for epilepsy. All patients volun-
teered and gave their informed consent (experimental protocol was approved by the Albany Medical College 
Institutional Review Board and methods were carried out in accordance with the approved guidelines and reg-
ulations) before testing. The implanted electrode grids (Ad-Tech Medical Corp., Racine, WI; PMT Corporation, 
Chanhassen, MN) consisted of platinum–iridium electrodes (4 mm in diameter, 2.3 mm exposed) that were 
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embedded in silicon and spaced at an inter-electrode distance of 4–10 mm. Grid placement and duration of ECoG 
monitoring were based solely on the requirements of the clinical evaluation (Supplementary Fig. S1).

ECoG signals were recorded at the bedside using seven 16-channel g.USBamp biosignal acquisition devices 
(g.tec, Graz, Austria) at a sampling rate of 9,600 Hz. Electrode contacts distant from epileptic foci and areas of 
interest were used for reference and ground. Data acquisition and synchronization with the task presentation 
were accomplished using BCI2000 software41,42. All electrodes were subsequently downsampled to 1,000 Hz, cor-
rected for DC shifts, and band pass filtered from 0.5 to 200 Hz. Notch filters at 60 Hz, 120 Hz and 180 Hz were 
used to remove electromagnetic noise. The time series were then visually inspected to remove the intervals con-
taining ictal activity as well as electrodes that had excessive noise (including broadband electromagnetic noise 
from hospital equipment or poor contact with the cortical surface). Finally, electrodes were re-referenced to a 
common average. Imagined speech trials were carefully analyzed to remove those that were contaminated by 
overt speech. Overt speech trials that had grammar mistakes were also removed.

In addition to the ECoG signals, we acquired the subject’s voice through a dynamic microphone (Samson 
R21s) that was rated for voice recordings (bandwidth 80–12,000 Hz, sensitivity 2.24 mV/Pa) and placed within 
10 cm of the patient’s face. We used a dedicated 16-channel g.USBamp to amplify and digitize the microphone 
signal in sync with the ECoG data. Finally, we verified the patient’s compliance in the imagined task using an 
eye-tracker (Tobii T60, Tobii Sweden).

Experimental paradigm. We used a word repetition task (overt and imagined) cued with an auditory stim-
ulus presentation. Each trial started with an auditory cue presented through a loudspeaker indicating one of six 
individual words (average length =  800 ms ±  20) to repeat; 800 ms after the end of the auditory stimulus a cross 
was displayed on the screen for 1500 ms (Fig. 1). This indicated to the subjects to imagine hearing the word 
again in their mind. Subjects were instructed to “imagine hearing”, because we were interested in the auditory 
perceptual representation induced by imagery, rather than kinesthetic (imagine saying words) or visual (imagine 
seeing words) representations. Finally, after 500 ms of blank screen, a second cross was displayed for 1500 ms, 
and subjects had to repeat the word out loud. The choice of stimuli was carefully chosen to maximize variability 
in terms of acoustic features, number of syllables and semantic categories, but minimize word length variabil-
ity (variance in word length 20 ms; ‘spoon’, ‘cowboy’, ‘battlefield’, ‘swimming’, ‘python’, ‘telephone’). Trials were 
repeated randomly between 18 and 24 times. The precise task design and timing is summarized in Fig. 1. The 
microphone recording was used to verify that subjects were not producing audible speech during imagery, as well 
as monitoring the behavior (speech onset and word length) during overt speech. For each condition, we analyzed 
high gamma activity (HG) and built separate, independent classifiers, which allowed us to compare classification 
accuracy and discriminative information across perception and imagery tasks.

Feature extraction. To generate input features for the classifier, we filtered the ECoG signal in the high 
gamma (HG) frequency band (70–150 Hz; hamming window non-causal filter of order 20), and extracted the 
envelope using the Hilbert transform. Prior to model fitting, we downsampled the HG signal to 100 Hz to reduce 
computational load. For both listening and overt speech condition, we extracted epochs from 100 ms before 
speech onset to 100 ms after speech offset (unless otherwise stated). For the imagined speech condition, because 
there was no speech output we extracted fixed 1.5 s epochs starting at cue onset.

Classification. To classify the different pairs of words, we used support-vector machines35 (SVM). This clas-
sifier maps the original input features into a higher dimensionality non-linear feature space via a kernel function. 
Its main advantages are robustness to overfitting (due to the inclusion of a regularization term) and underfitting43 
(due to the higher-dimensional mapping of the features). The general approach of SVM is described as follows:

∑α β=
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x x xF sgn t K( ) ( , )
(1)i

i i i 0

where ∈x P, with P the number of features. K is the kernel function that transforms the input data x into a 
non-linear feature map. αi ∈  [0, C] are weights for the support vectors. The constant C is the soft margin param-
eter, and controls the trade-off between classification error on the training set and smoothness of the decision 
boundary. ti is the label of sample i, and β0 is the offset of the separating hyperplane from the origin. For all the 
computations, we used the LIBSVM package44.

SVM-Kernel computation. Speech production (overt and imagined) is subject to temporal variability 
(speech onset delays and local stretching/compression) across repetitions of the same instance. A classifier that 
assumes fixed time features might not recognize two trials as belonging to the same class if the neural patterns are 
not aligned in time. In order to deal with speech temporal irregularities, we developed a classification approach 
that incorporated non-linear time alignment in the kernel computation, using dynamic time warping30,36 (DTW; 
see section “Dynamic time warping” for details). The use of DTW-distances as an SVM-kernel function has 
shown its superiority over hidden Markov models for speech recognition. DTW provides a distance between two 
realigned time series that reflects how similar both are when maximally aligned (Fig. 3b,c). For each electrode 
separately, we computed the DTW-distance between each pair of trials (Fig. 3a–c). This gave rise to one kernel 
matrix per electrode (Fig. 3d). For the final kernel computation, we used a multiple kernel learning approach37,45 
(MKL; see section “Multiple kernel learning” for details) to deal with the multiple kernel matrices – by doing a 
weighted average of the kernels associated with each electrode (Fig. 3e). The weighting was based on the discrimi-
native power index of each individual electrode, which quantified the difference between the “within” class versus 
“between” class distances distribution (see section “Discriminative power index” for details).
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Dynamic time warping. The main idea behind DTW is to locally stretch or compress (i.e., warp) two time 
series ∈x M and ∈y N where M and N are the number of time samples in x and y respectively36. For each 
electrode separately, we computed the DTW for each pair of trials as follows:

Let ∈xe M and ∈ye N, be the temporal features associated with two trials from electrode e. Each trial 
corresponded to a single word in one condition, represented as its associated HG features (see previous subsec-
tion). Trials had different length for both listening and overt speech conditions (M ≠  N), but equal length for the 
imagined speech condition (M =  N). First, a pattern matching matrix d was computed between each time point 
pairs (Fig. 3b), as follows:

= ∈ d m n x y( , ) f( , ), d (2)m
e

n
e MxN

where d(m, n) is the pattern matching index between xm
e  and yn

e at the time sample m and n, respectively, and f  an 
arbitrary distance metric. In this study, we used the Euclidean distance defined as = −x yd(m, n) ( )m

e
m
e 2 . Given 

a warping path ϕ, the average accumulated distortion between both warped signals is defined by:

∑= ϕ ϕϕ
=

x yd
K

d( , ) 1 ( (k), (k)),
(3)x y

e e

k 1

K

where ϕx and ϕy are the warping functions of length K (that remap the time indices of xe and ye, respectively). 
The optimal warping path ϕ (white line in Fig. 3b), chooses the indices of xe and ye in order to minimize the 
overall accumulated distance:

=
ϕ

ϕx y x yD ( , ) min d ( , ),
(4)e

where De is the optimal realigned Euclidean distance between x and y at a given electrode e. A dynamic program-
ming approach was used to solve the global distance efficiently46.

Multiple kernel learning. Once the realigned DTW distances of each electrode were computed, we built 
the kernel for the SVM classification by summing the weighted DTW kernels (fixed-rule multiple kernel37), as 
follows:

∑ ∑λ λ= =




−

γ






x y x y x yK K exp D( , ) ( , ) ( , )
(5)e

e e
e

e
e

where λ ∈ [0, 1]e  is the normalized discriminative power index of electrode e, λ∑ = 1e e ; and γ > 0 a free 
parameter.

Discriminative power index (λe) computation. Among the many ways to compute discriminative 
power between classes, we opted for the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve35 (ROC), which 
measured the performance of a linear discriminant trained on the features given by the kernel Ke. This index 
reflected the difference between the “within” class versus “between” class distances. Entries of the distance matri-
ces representing the within class distance had label =  0 and entries of the distance matrix representing the 
between class distance had label =  1. For each electrode, the discriminative power index was calculated from the 
data with 0/1 labels and the corresponding realigned DTW distance matrices.

Classifier training and performance evaluation. Due to the limited number of trials, the classification 
performance was evaluated using a leave-one-out cross validation, where the test set was composed of one sample 
per class for each fold. With the training data, an inner leave-one-out cross validation was performed to find the 
optimal free parameters γ and C using a grid search approach, and were then fixed for the test evaluation. We also 
computed the discriminative power index λe on the training set. In the paper, we reported the classification accu-
racy as the percentage of correctly classified trials averaged on the outer loop cross-validation.

Statistics. For each condition, we evaluated statistical significance for each pair of words using randomiza-
tion tests. After extracting the high gamma time features, we randomly shuffled 1,000 times the trial labels, and 
applied the exact same approach as in the actual classification process; we extracted HG time features, split into 
training and testing set, applied DTW at the trial level, built the kernel function, performed grid search on the 
inner loop, built the final model and evaluated the accuracy on the outer loop testing set. The averaged accuracy 
across cross-validated testing set yielded one value in the null distribution. The proportion of shuffled classifica-
tion accuracy values greater than the observed accuracy yielded the p-value that the observed accuracy was due 
to chance. We corrected for multiple comparison using False Discovery Rate47 (FDR). The average of the null dis-
tributions was not significantly different from the expected value of chance level (50%; p >  0.5; one-sample t-test). 
For each individual subject, we evaluated the significance level of the classification accuracy across all word pairs 
using one-sample t-tests against chance level (50%). Here again, we corrected for multiple comparison using FDR. 
Finally, we evaluated the significance level of the average classification accuracy across subjects using one-sample 
t-test again chance level. To investigate possible anatomical differences between conditions, all electrodes carrying 
significant discriminative information in at least one condition (listening, overt or imagined; p <  0.05; Bonferroni 
correction) were selected for an unbalanced Two-Way ANOVA with interactions, with experimental condition 
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(listening, overt and imagined) and anatomical region (superior temporal gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus and sen-
sorimotor cortex) as factors. Prior to ANOVA, we performed Mauchly’s test to ensure the sphericity of data48. To 
define the significance level of discriminative power of each single electrode, we computed the discriminative 
power indices for the above-mentioned shuffled data. The discriminative power index yielded one value in the 
null distribution. For each electrode, the proportion of shuffled index values greater than the observed value 
yielded the p-value that the observed discriminative power of the electrode was due to chance.
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Corrigendum: Word pair 
classification during imagined 
speech using direct brain recordings
Stephanie Martin, Peter Brunner, Iñaki Iturrate, José del R. Millán, Gerwin Schalk, 
Robert T. Knight & Brian N. Pasley

Scientific Reports 6:25803; doi: 10.1038/srep25803; published online 11 May 2016; updated on 23 March 2017

This Article contains errors in the order of Figures 1, 2 and 3. Figure 1 was published as Figure 2, Figure 2 was 
published as Figure 3 and Figure 3 was published as Figure 1. The correct Figures appear below. The legends for 
the Figures are correct.
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